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AXIS RADIO CONCEALS ROMMEL'S FAILURE

.Allied pilots in the Western Desert are having a quiet smile over the Axis

news Broadcasts, Both Rome and Berlin are attempting to convince their listeners

and themselves - that recent fighting in the El Alamein area was merely

"reconnoitring in force" and not a full- out effort.

Also first-class entertainment are the enemy broadcasts claiming air supremacy

over the desert. A claim bolstered up with fantastic figures of Allied losses and

stories of imaginary bomb attacks. Both our bomber crews and our fiplater pilots -

the former having made and broken sortie-records on September 2 and 3, the latter

having intercepted many large formations of enemy aircraft, know the facts » and

they chuckle.

The crews of light bombers maintaining a shuttle service across the desert

skies to bomb enemy concentrations of motor vehicles at times a thousand strong

took a keen interest in the massed metal below them flung against our positions
in a vain attempt to break through. Today, as a result of the efforts of our

light, medium, and heavy bombers, most sectors of the front are littered with the

remains of enemy transport and tanks. Many tons of bombs .have been hurled down

on largo enemy columns in the battle area.

The Axis may talk of "patrol activity" during the past six days, but those

who bombed their huge concentrations know well enough that such announcements are

merely a screen to cover the failure of the attempted advance, Several times

since August the enemy have put formations of at least 100 aircraft into the air

to support their troops during battle. Sometimes 40 or 50 Junkers 87s, with an

equal number of fighters as escort, were tackled by our interceptor fighters as

they approached the battle .area. The bombers wore often forced to jettison their

bombs and head for their home bases, leaving some of their number in flames on the

ground, Ju88s wore also used by the enemy in their efforts to bomb our positions.

As many as 25 at a time come over, heavily escorted by fighters, but they, too,

were mostly intercepted and their attacks rendered futile.

"They stepped up) their air strength for this show," said a squadron leader,
a D.F.C. and bar pilot, who.has led his fighters against the. enemy on many

occasions, "For some days beforehand we met very few enemy planes in the air,
and these shied clear of us.. Then, coincident vdth the movement of their ground

forces, they pulled out everything they had. There were few Junkers formations of

loss than JO, and they usually had about the same number of fighters as cover for

them. But even vdth these masses of aircraft in the sky, the Germans got nowhere.

Not one of our bombers was shot down by fighters, but wc tagged quite a few of

theirs."

The total of enemy aircraft destroyed, during the past six days is fifty-five,

Tliis figure covers only aircraft shot down in combat. Our losses have been much

smaller. One enemy pilot, according to Axis radio, claimed, the destruction of no

fewer than sixteen of our aircraft on September 2, Actually, on that day our total

loss was ton, and cat leant six of the idiots were saved.


